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Abstract We proposed in this study to use anomaly detection models to discover re-

search trends. The application was illustrated by applying a rule-based anomaly detector

(WSARE), which was typically used for biosurveillance purpose, in the research trend

analysis in social computing research. Based on articles collected from SCI-EXPANDED

and CPCI-S databases during 2000 to 2013, we found that the number of social computing

studies went up significantly in the past decade, with computer science and engineering

among the top important subjects. Followed by China, USA was the largest contributor for

studies in this field. According to anomaly detected by the WSARE, social computing

research gradually shifted from its traditional fields such as computer science and engi-

neering, to the fields of medical and health, and communication, etc. There was an

emerging of various new subjects in recent years, including sentimental analysis, crowd-

sourcing and e-health. We applied an interdisciplinary network evolution analysis to track

changes in interdisciplinary collaboration, and found that most subject categories closely

collaborate with subjects of computer science and engineering. Our study revealed that,
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anomaly detection models had high potentials in mining hidden research trends and may

provided useful tools in the study of forecasting in other fields.

Keywords Research trend � Anomaly detection � WSARE � Social computing �
Interdisciplinary networks

Introduction

In the era of information-explosion, the rapid development of science and technology

requires researchers to be able to get immediate access to the latest research developments

in related fields. To be updated with the latest research, researchers need to know what is

changing in the research process and where the trend is going. Thereby, mining research

trends from enormous publications has become increasingly important for both researchers

and institutional policy makers. In the past years, mining research trends has attracted

much attention from researchers across multiple domains and has been widely applied in

various fields, such as computer science (Hoonlor et al. 2013), remote sensing (Zhuang

et al. 2013), materials science (Kademani et al. 2013), electric vehicle (Hu et al. 2014) and

engineering (Ucar et al. 2014). Moreover, companies and organizations such as Elsevier,

Thomson Scientific and Google, are also making considerable effort in developing useful

tools for analyzing research trends, such as Thomson Data Analyzer, Scopus, SciVal and

Google trends. Previous approaches are mostly based on bibliometric methods and network

analytics. By extracting ‘‘explicit’’ statistics and explaining relationships between studied

variables, various visualization tools are then used for presenting analysis results intu-

itively. However, such approaches may fail to find ‘‘implicit’’ research trends, which

means that they can rarely detect novel topics or events in a collection of literature and are

difficult to answer what factors lead to changes in the specific field of study.

To overcome this limitation, we test a novel anomaly detection method to mine research

trends by applying it to the field of social computing research. In doing so, we contribute to

a better understanding of interdisciplinary collaboration in social computing research and

find several novel topics which are emerging in recent year.

Related work

Approaches for research trends mining

Previous studies had applied many approaches to analyze research trends. The most

typical, yet time consuming approach is to collect and review numerous literatures in the

field, and summarize trends and directions for further research with qualitative studies

(Wang et al. 2013). The second approach is called bibliometric method, which conduct

statistical analysis of publication output, subject category, author, country and keywords,

etc., such as keyword frequency and citation analysis (Wang et al. 2011; Sinha 2012; Fu

et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2012). In recent years, network analysis was increasingly applied to

mine hot topics and trace scientists research trends by analyzing relationships among

keywords, country and research institute and author, including co-word analysis (Zhao and

Zhang 2011), co-citation analysis (Lai and Wu 2005), co-authorship analysis (Glanzel
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2000), etc. Nowadays, there have been some studies which integrated traditional biblio-

metric method and network analysis method to study research trends. For example,

Hoonlor et al. (2013) analyzed the evolution of the computer science research landscape

1990–2010, Wang et al. (2014) characterized the key features and the evolution of social

computing from two quantitative bibliometrical dimensions: statistics and topology. Ad-

ditionally, various visualization technologies were proposed for presenting research trends,

for example, CiteSpace and ArcGIS software had been used to demonstrate geographic

distribution of authors or research institutes based on author address (Liu et al. 2011; Wang

et al. 2012), ThemeRiver (Havre et al. 2002) and historiographic mapping (Garfield 2004)

were used to show dynamic characteristics of studies in a field.

However, it is defective to evaluate research trends just by using bibliometric methods

or network analysis methods. The bibliometric method focuses on simple statistics di-

mensions from a quantitative perspective, and can only get ‘‘explicit’’ statistics; The

network analysis approach, on the other hand, focuses only on relationships between

studied variables and thus fails to consider the specific content. As Shuai et al. (2012)

suggested, it is not always true that citation data represent an explicit, objective expression

of impact by scientists. And visualization technology only provides a better way to ef-

fectively convey information and to make the result to be more easily understandable.

Thus, these methods fail to find ‘‘implicit’’ research trends. For example, they are difficult

to answer what factors lead to changes in the specific field of study, and they rarely

analyzed subjects with small number of existing studies, even the number of studies in

these subjects may greatly increase in the future.

Anomaly detection methods

Anomaly detection methods were adopted to track research trends in order to overcome

above limitations. The beginning of a new trend can be characterized as an innovative

anomaly which is caused by certain changes in the research process (Basu and Meck-

esheimer 2007). For example, after a thorough investigation on the issue of anomalies in

evaluative scientometrics, Glanzel (2013) and Glanzel and Moed (2013) point out that

‘‘While in many fields anomalies can simply be discarded as being exceptions, in bib-

liometrics the extreme values represent the high-end of research performance and therefore

deserve special attention’’. A huge variety of anomaly detection methods have been de-

veloped by scholars from interdisciplinary communities, including physicists, computer

scientists and mathematicians, etc. (Niu et al. 2011; Chandola et al. 2009), the latest

representative research from aspects of statistical method, neural networks, clustering

methods and other machine learning techniques.

Statistical methods fit a statistical model (usually for normal behavior) to the given data

and then apply a statistical inference test to determine if an new instance belongs to this

model or not. Instances that have a low probability to be generated from the learnt model,

are declared as anomalies (Chandola et al. 2009). Earlier, z-index (Grubbs 1969) and box

plot (Laurikkala et al. 2000) were used to determine which points are anomalies. More

recently, Prathap (2014) showed that z-index is able to account for the high-end of research

performance which is found as significant outliers in the tail of a citation distribution.

Neural networks are typically used by training on normal data, then marking new instances

as anomalies if they are rejected by the neural network or if they score high enough on

some error measure (Chandola et al. 2009). Many variants of the basic neural network

technique have been proposed to detect anomalies, such as restricted Boltzmann machine

(Fiore et al. 2013), multilayer feedforward neural network and radial basis function
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network (Abuadlla et al. 2014). Clustering analysis applies a known clustering based

algorithm to the data set and declare any data instance that does not belong to any cluster as

anomalous (Chandola et al. 2009). Several clustering algorithms were used to detect

various anomalies. For example, Srivastava and Zane-Ulman (2005) studied the K-means

clustering, spectral clustering and von Mises Fisher (vMF) clustering to discover recurring

anomalies on thousands of free-text reports. Recently, Wang et al. (2014) provided a novel

framework of anomaly intrusion detection based on the Affinity Propagation (AP) clus-

tering algorithm. In addition, there are other machine learning methods which have been

widely used in abnormal findings, for example, nonlinear analysis (Palmieri and Fiore

2010), ensemble learning (Shoemaker and Hall 2011), multilevel immune learning (Das-

gupta et al. 2005), two-stage machine learning (Palmieri et al. 2014), etc.

However, statistical methods are generally suited to quantitative data sets and are

preferred for point anomalies detection; neural networks, on the other hand, requires

labeled training data, which is typically difficult to collect if anomalies are rare; clustering

analysis may perform badly if the data is not cluster-like or if the anomalous instances are

frequent enough to form their own clusters. Furthermore, these methods are designed for

discovering the anomalies for a single attribute. However, while isolated anomalies in

attribute space were not always indicators of ‘‘novelty’’ research areas, the combination of

features might indicate anomalies of particular research directions. For example, if studies

with the keyword ‘‘smart cities’’ carried out in ‘‘Sweden’’ in the field of ‘‘computer

science’’ (a combination of keywords, country and research area) increases unusually in the

previous years, it might indicate a new trend.

To be able to detect anomalies formed by combination of arbitrary data attributes, we

borrow theories from the field of biosurveillance and attempt to build a model which is

capable of detecting anomalies not only on a single attribute but also on attribute com-

binations. The model, WASRE (What’s Strange About Recent Events), is the state-of-the-

art model in biosurveillance for early disease outbreak detection. This model is not only

able to find anomalies, but also capable of identifying identify anomalies that occur for

groups with combinations of features (Wong et al. 2002, 2005). In this study, we showed

how to apply WSARE in research trend analysis, and illustrated the application by studying

social computing research field.

Social computing

Social computing represents a new computing paradigm and an interdisciplinary research

and application field (Wang et al. 2007). It has become a hot topic attracting broad interest

from not only researchers but also technologists, software and online game vendors, Web

entrepreneurs, business strategists, political analysts, and digital government practitioners.

Parameswaran and Whinston (2007) suggested that social computing should be a priority

for researchers and business leaders and illustrated the fundamental shifts in communi-

cation, computing, collaboration, and commerce. Tracing research trends of social com-

puting can help us to grasp the realtime development and future direction of science and

technology.

The number of research papers published in social computing conferences and journals

has increased rapidly in the past decade, but there are rare studies on patterns and trends for

the field, and most studies have focused on challenges, directions, and landscapes in

specific social computing fields and on specific social computing topics (Parameswaran

and Whinston 2007; Pascu 2008; King et al. 2009; Xu et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2011), a

comprehensive comment of social computing research has never been applied. In this
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study, we aim to fill in this gap in knowledge by combining anomaly detection model

(WSARE) and the traditional bibliometric methods to investigate trends of social com-

puting research in recent years.

Data sources and methodology

Data collection

We identified a set of keywords about social computing from two sources: the topics of

‘‘IEEE International Conference on Social Computing’’ as of 2011 (SocialCom 2011),

which provided 16 topics in 3 years, and the description of social computing in

Wikipedia (Wiki 2014), from which keywords were extracted from both Wikipedia and

the most cited papers with ‘‘social computing’’ contained in the title for each topic.

After excluding common terms such as ‘‘data mining’’, ‘‘web 2.0’’, etc., 17 keywords

(including social intelligence, social simulation, social engineering, social informatics,

social computing, social software, computational social science, mobile social, social

media, human computation, social bookmark, folksonomy, wisdom of crowds, social

tag, reality mining, user generated and crowdsourcing) were eventually identified to

depict social computing research. We then retrieved articles using these keywords as

search terms in two citation databases (Science Citation Index Expanded (SCI-

EXPANDED) and Conference Proceedings Citation Index-Science (CPCI-S)) as of

2013.

After excluding duplicates, 6009 articles were identified as being in the social

computing field (Fig. 1). Each article includes authors, title journal, language, document

type keywords, abstract, author address reprint address, cited references and subject

category etc. For simplicity, the address of each article was determined by the first

address of the corresponding author. In this study, we analyze research trends of social

computing field mainly from subject category, author address (country or state) and

keywords.

Fig. 1 Number of articles published in social computing-related field
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Method

In this paper, we use a rule-based anomaly detector WSARE to detect anomalies, this

method compares recent data against a baseline distribution with the aim of finding rules

that summarize significant patterns of anomalies. Each rule is made up of components of

the form Xi ¼ V
j
i , where Xi is the ith attribute and V

j
i is the jth value of the attribute,

Multiple components are joined together by a logical AND. for example, a two-component

rule would be country=USA AND subject category = computer science (i.e. Xi = country,

V
j
i = USA, and Xi = subject category, V

j
i = computer science). The description of

WSARE is as follows

1. Create baseline data from a specified baseline period

Suppose we treat all records within the current year as ‘‘recent’’ events and we would

like to capture any current trends in the data. One solution would be to use only the

most recent data, such as data from the previous year, thus, data from the last 5 years is

used for the baseline period in this paper.

2. Score one-component rule and two-component rule

For any one-component rule r, count records that match r from the dataset for recent

and baseline period, Crecent and Cbaseline respectively. A two-by-two contingency table

if formed, as Table 1.

Then, we use the Chi Squared test for independence of variables and get a p-value,

which is referred to as the ‘‘score’’. However, since we are searching for anomalies, the

counts in the contingency table frequently involve small numbers which violates the

validity of Chi Squared test, in this case, we use Fisher’s Exact Test to find the ‘‘score’’

for each rule. After testing all rules, the best one-component rule (BR1) can be found,

and then the ‘‘score’’ from the test is denoted as Score(BR1).

For two-component rule, the algorithm then attempts to find the best two-component

rule for the year by adding on one extra component to BR1 by a greedy search. This

extra component is determined by supplementing BR1 with all possible attribute-value

pairs except for the one that is already in BR1, and selecting the resulting two-

component rule with the best score. Denote the best scoring rule found above as BR,

Further details on the creation of n-component rules are introduced in (Wong et al.

2005).

3. Calculate P value by randomization test

Denote the best scoring rule found in (2) or (3) as BR, for each iteration j (usually

1000), shuffle the dates between records in the recent and the baseline datasets to

produce a randomized dataset called DB
j
rand, then find the best scoring rule BRj. The

compensated P value CPV is calculated as

CPV ¼ No: of times ScoreðBR jÞ\ScoreðBRÞ
No: of randomaization test iterations

ð1Þ

Finally, an anomaly is found for BR if CPV \ 0.05.

Table 1 A sample two-by-two contingency table

Crecent Cbaseline

Records match rule r 48 45

Records dont match rule r 86 220
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Results and discussion

Emerging research trends analysis in author country and subject category

A total of 6009 articles were retrieved during 2000–2013, among these articles, 376 do not

contain country information, 42 do not have a subject category. Based on the classification

of subject categories in the 2010 Journal Citation Reports, social computing covered 127

subject categories. The top 10 subject categories were computer science (3796), engi-

neering (1200), telecommunications (399), information science and library science (318),

education and educational research (277), business and economics (219), operations re-

search and management Science (202), health care sciences and services (183), psychology

(154) and neurosciences and neurology (136) (Fig. 2). The number of articles in computer

science and engineering has remained in the top two from 2000 to 2013. This showed the

emphasis on social computing research in computer science and engineering.

Most social computing studies were from a few countries: the productivity ranking was

headed by the USA (1728); and China (521) published the second highest number of

articles; followed by England (321), Germany (311), Spain (234), South Korea (213),

Canada (203), Australia (191), Japan (170) and Italy (166) (Fig. 3). 67.53 % of the studies

were from the top 10 countries, where 28.76 and 8.67 % of the studies were form the USA

and China respectively. Moreover, the number of articles in USA rose sharply from less

than 50 in 2000 to about 450 in 2013 and the increase was more dramatic after 2011.

Overall, the number of articles in China grew steadily and reached a peak at 144 in 2012,

while in 2013 was there an obvious decline.

Taking both the author country and subject category of the articles into consideration,

we use the WSARE (two-component rules: author country and subject category) to detect

emerging research trends, a total of 31 anomalies were found during 2011–2013, with 19

anomaly increases and 12 anomaly decreases (Fig. 4).

During 2011–2012, we can see that there is a significant increase of social computing-

related studies in China, in contrast to an anomaly decrease in England; Social computing-

related studies in physics and operations research and management science appeared

anomaly increase, while education and educational research and neurosciences and

Fig. 2 Subject category distribution of social computing research subject categories
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neurology showed abnormal increase. In 2012, the studies of social computing grew

rapidly, as shown in Fig. 1. This grow may be attributed to the notable growth of social

computing-related studies in top subject categories, such as computer science, engineering

and operations research and management science, because the abnormal increases were

Fig. 3 Country distribution of social computing research

Fig. 4 Anomalies found by using rule-based anomaly pattern detector. Numbers indicate articles published
in this category or country
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detected for social computing-related studies in subject categories of computer science,

engineering and operations research and management science (Fig. 4), and most social

computing-related studies are concentrated in these subject categories (Fig. 2). Never-

theless, from Fig. 4, we observed the anomaly decrease of information science and library

science, business and economics, education and educational as subject categories in social

computing research.

Compared to 2012, the number of articles in 2013 continued growing, but the growth

rate was significantly reduced (Fig. 1). It is noteworthy that traditional fields of social

computing research, such as computer science and engineering decreased significantly

(Fig. 2), and Italy’s social computing research in computer science also showed an

anomaly decrease. Actually, the amount of social media data dealing with medical and

health issues increased significantly recently (Agarwal 2011). For example, a 2013 online

survey found out that 59.9 % patients used twitter for increasing knowledge and ex-

changing advice and 52.3 % used facebook for social support and exchanging advice

(Antheunis et al. 2013). Furthermore, the number of related articles on health service and

telecommunications was found anomaly increase, mainly including medical informatics,

biomedical social sciences, healthcare sciences and services and urology and nephrology

and telecommunications (Fig. 4). This showed that social computing research gradually

began to shift from its traditional research field such as computer science and engineering,

to other fields, such as health service and communications.

Keywords analysis

Keywords provide more detailed information on research trends (Zhang et al. 2010). In

order to trace dynamic changes in the social computing field, we exact keywords from

articles with valid keywords information (4116 out of the 6009 articles). Besides, we used

xsimilarity package (xsimilarity 2014) (an approach of similar sentence retrieval based on

edit distance) to preprocess keywords and merge keywords with the same meaning, for

example, ‘‘recommender system’’ and ‘‘recommend systems’’ should be considered as

identical keywords. The top 20 high-frequency keywords during 2000–2013 were visu-

alized in Fig. 5, revealing the diversity and the richness of recent social computing topics.

Fig. 5 Word cloud of keywords
in social computing research.
Font size is proportional to the
frequency of words
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Apparently, social media, social network, recommender system, web 2.0 and social tag,

etc. are among the popular topics in social computing research.

By using WSARE (three-component rules: country, subject category and keywords), we

did not found anomalies with two or three-component rules with the addition of keywords

attribute. There are 32 one-component rule anomalies with keywords being the attribute

(23 anomaly increases and 9 anomaly decreases), see Fig. 6.

According to anomaly detection analysis, ‘‘social media’’ was found anomaly increase

during 2011–2013, while ‘‘social software’’, ‘‘web 2.0’’ appeared anomaly decrease. Since

social computing went through three stages of groupware, social software and social media

(Lugano 2012), it’s no surprise that social computing studies focused primarily on social

software a few years back, but social media analytics and related applications have a heavy

presence in the social computing landscape recently, and researchers do tend to use ‘‘social

media’’ more than ‘‘social software’’. In the past three years, the social computing research

on social media platforms focused on ‘‘facebook’’, ‘‘twitter’’, because ‘‘twitter’’ showed a

significant growth in 2011-2013 and ‘‘facebook’’ showed a significant growth in 2011 and

2013, as consistent with (Agarwal 2011), which also stated: ‘‘social tools such as facebook

and twitter have become dominant drivers of future change in information and network

technology along with the very functionality of modern society’’ (today, there are around

one billion users on ‘‘facebook’’ and around 500 million users on ‘‘twitter’’). Additionally,

the keyword ‘‘microblog’’, which is also a social media platform, received a lot of attention

in 2012, which is related to the growth trend of social computing research in China by

considering the fact that the researchers in China tend to use ‘‘microblog’’, while in USA

tend to use ‘‘twitter’’.

Furthermore, ‘‘collaborative filtering’’ is a technique used by some ‘‘Recommender

systems’’ (Ricci et al. 2011) and they also increased significantly in 2011 and 2012, which

Fig. 6 Anomalies found by using rule-based anomaly pattern detector. Numbers indicate articles published
in this category or country
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suggested that the researches on ‘‘recommender system’’ has got more and more attention

during 2011-2012. Recommender systems, as a kind of social computing service, have

become extremely popular in recent years, and are applied in a variety of applications. It

becomes a session topic for some well-known conferences such as RecSys, SIGIR, and

KDD. However, the number of recommender systems studies decreased dramatically in

2013 (Fig. 6). Additionally, social computing has become more widely known because of

its relationship to a number of recent trends. These include the growing popularity of

‘‘sentiment analysis’’, ‘‘crowdsourcing’’ and ‘‘e-health’’. ‘‘Sentiment analysis’’ was found

an abnormal growth in 2013, this change is reflected in the fact that over 7000 articles have

been written on the topic and Feldman (2013) also stated ‘‘there is a huge explosion today

of ‘sentiments’ ’’. The notion of ‘‘crowdsourcing’’ was coined by Howe (2006) and the

number of published crowdsourcing-related studies increased abnormally in 2013. This

observation revealed its successful application in various fields and increasing attention for

both academia and industry (Brabham et al. 2014; Carter et al. 2014; Faggiani et al. 2014).

As Epirot Ludvik NeKaj, CEO and cofounder of Crowdsourcing Week, said: ‘‘ Crowd-

sourcing is rapidly expanding as a disruptive practice in the working world and we see

more and more companies trying to utilize the huge potential’’. According to Fig. 6, we

can find that ‘‘e-health’’ is an anomaly in 2013, implying a potential novel research

direction. Many successful applications are now witnessing a growing number of suc-

cessful e-health developments in a wide range of domains, including health information

networks, electronic health records, telemedicine services, wearable and portable

monitoring systems, and health portals (Cruz-Cunla et al. 2010; Kierkegaard 2013). Be-

sides, ‘‘e-health’’ was also listed as one of the UK’s six vital new technology for future

economic development by the UK Committee on Science and Technology (CST) in 2013.

Interdisciplinary network evolution analysis

Interdisciplinary collaboration is conceived as the main facilitator and driving force of the

development of social computing, We focus on the changes of interdisciplinary col-

laboration on social computing research based on subject categories. This may either

contribute to better understanding of the dynamics of disciplinary change, or may lead to

disciplinary reconfiguration for facilitating development of social computing. The dynamic

of interdisciplinary collaboration is characterized by a temporal network (called interdis-

ciplinary network), with nodes being subject categories and edges being the co-occurrence

of categories in the same article. Each edge is then weighted by the total number of co-

occurrence between the connected categories. An overview network is visualized in Fig. 8,

with thickness of line representing edges weight and node size representing nodes degree.

Apparently, categories of computer science, engineering, environmental sciences and

ecology and education and educational research have relatively large number of connec-

tions with others and are hubs in the network, indicating that collaborations in social

computing research occurs often through these subject categories. Moreover, if we build

interdisciplinary networks by year, the number of nodes, edges and the average degree, all

sustained an upward trend (Fig. 7), which indicated the application of social computing has

been increasingly wide and the interdisciplinary collaboration in social computing in-

creased quickly as time went on.

Based on the interdisciplinary network by year on social computing, we find anomalies

of interdisciplinary collaboration when interdisciplinary network changes with the use of

WSARE. Firstly, we encode the interdisciplinary network into data items. Considering the

fact that all networks evolve over time by addition and deletion of nodes and edges, which
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were reflected by modification of nodes degree and edges weight (for example, if a node is

deleted, the nodes degree becomes 0, and, if an edge is deleted, the edges weight is 0).

Suppose an edge connects a node v1 and other node v2 (the ids of v1 and v2 were n1 and n2

respectively), the edge was encoded as ðn1 � 1Þ � mþ n2 � 1 called edge-encoding

number (i.e. edge’s id), which guarantees that each edge’s edge-encoding number is

unique, where m=127 since social computing covered 127 subject categories. Thus, the

network is encoded into the data items, stored in the table net2data: \time; n1; n2, edge-

encoding number [ . For example, in 2013, a sub-network is a group of three nodes linked

together, the nodes’ id are 18, 63 and 64 respectively, and the edges’ weight are 1, 1 and 5

respectively, as Fig. 9a, then, the sub-network can be encoded into data items as Fig. 9b.

Therefore, a node degree is the number of occurrences of the node’s id, and an edge weight

is the number of occurrences of the edge-encoding number.

Secondly, by applying WSARE on data items (two-component rules: node’s degree and

edge’s weight), we found 17 anomalies, all belong to edge anomaly (Fig. 10), among

which 9 are anomaly increases (represented by red lines) and 8 are anomaly decreases

(represented by green lines). The detected anomaly edges all belong to the computer

Fig. 7 The nodes and edges of the interdisciplinary networks
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science centric-ego ne twork. Obviously, most anomaly edges are connected with the node

of computer science or engineering. Specially, interdisciplinary collaboration in computer

science and operations research and management science, engineering and operations

Fig. 9 A example to illustrate net2data

Fig. 8 Interdisciplinary network in 2000–2013, each node represents a subject category and article-sharing
categories are connected through the edges of the graph, the thickness of which indicates the strength of
connection
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research and management science showed abnormal increase during 2011–2012. While the

interdisciplinary collaboration in education and educational research and engineering,

business and economics and information science and library science showed abnormal

decline during 2011–2012. In addition, in 2012, although the social computing research in

the field of computer science showed a significant growth, we found interdisciplinary

cooperation in computer science and other subject categories abnormal decrease, such as

information science and library science, social sciences-other topics, and business and

economics. In 2013, we found interdisciplinary cooperation in engineering and telecom-

munications, medical informatics and health care science and services increased sig-

nificantly (Fig. 10d), which suggested that the integration of such subject categories have

been a main development tendency in social computing research.

Fig. 10 Computer science-centric ego network evolution from 2011 to 2013, in which the red line
represented abnormal increases, green line represented abnormal decreases. (Color figure online)
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Conclusion

By characterizing new research trends as innovative anomalies triggered by changes in

research process, we have demonstrated the application of anomaly detection model in

research trends analysis in this study. The application is illustrated by applying the bio-

surveillance model, WSARE, in the analysis of research trends for social computing during

2000 to 2013.

With a total of 6009 articles published in 127 subject categories, from a low of 15 in

2000 to a high of 1247 in 2013, the studies in social computing increased rapidly in the past

13 years. We find that computer science and engineering were the main subjects in social

computing studies, and most of the publications were made by researchers from the USA

and China. The model identifies a gradual shift of social computing research from its

traditional subject categories, e.g., computer science and engineering, to subjects of health

services and communication. Anomaly detection on keywords reveals that ‘‘facebook’’,

‘‘twitter’’ and ‘‘microblog’’ were the focus of social media platforms in social computing

research. Even experienced a widely application during 2011–2012, the study of recom-

mender system had decreased anomaly in the following year. Various technologies and

applications were found increasing anomaly in 2013, including sentiment analysis,

crowdsourcing and e-health, etc.

We further developed a framework for identifying anomalies in networks with subject

categories being the nodes and co-appearance of subjects being the edges. The interdis-

ciplinary network evolution analysis reveals that most subject categories closely col-

laborate with the traditional fields of social computing research, such as computer science,

engineering, etc. The cooperation between engineering and telecommunications, medical

informatics and health care science and services increased significantly in 2013.
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